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*t) Duringi t'h periud of this lTonr :c-ntract we have developed, and

employed in r'tulo•td rosearte: pirobles, three different cell cul-

ture devices which enable is to stiuulate in vivo conditions under

rigid control.

1. The cytogenerator Is u perPusod suspension system in

which the coll populatiuni !.s retained wholly within the growth

chamber. The popula-tion iwcreases logarithmiically to a ceiling.

As high ao 5 x 106 cells ptr ml have been reached in such systems,

the generation times varying, under control, from 14 to 40 hours.

our apparatus has a capaci*y of 500 ml.

2. The choostat is device in which the population of

logarithmically replicatini cells is held constant by harvesting

the cfills at precisely thoei roplication rates. Exquisitely

Ssensitive ,iteady-states at, acho.Lved in this device. moreover,

these steady-states are exLremely sonsitive to alterations of the
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environment. Thus, th5.s in•z is a valuable tool for study-

ing the effects of drugs, hoiraones, etc., on a cellular level.

3. The pachvycytog222rrtor is a device for growing solid

masses of cells in artificial stromas in vitro to more nearly

simulate their in vivo status, where cells rarely, if ever, grow

in suspension. While our experience with this particular system

is not yet uniformly good, we have obtained as high as 20 grams

of cells in some instancesq This system has been used by McCoy

even more successfully.

We have employed the several systems in a number of differ-

ent researches, some fundamental, but others in the direction of

providing systems capable of truly massive production of selected

types of cells and cell products. We can now grow a number of

cell types in mass, but increasing the scope of cultivation to

include cell types not hitherto grown, for burn replacement tis-

sue banks or for post-radiation therapy, to cite only two possi-

ble applications, requires a more complete knowledge of the fac-

tors influencing replication and differentiation. This knowledge

we are acquiring.

b) During the current report period

i. We have completed an extensive analysis of the population

dynamics and transition states of cells cultivated in vitio, Such

cells are heterogeneous not only in the randomness of their dis-

tribution through the cycle, but also with respect to their

functional and replicative capacities. These transitioni form

fully replicative cells capable of synthesizing both DNA and RNA#

to funotional, but non-replicative cells capable of sjnthesizing

RNA but not DNA, and senescent cells in which the eapacity to



synthesize e&ther RNA o-1 iA ý- .* constitute a primitive type

of cell differentiation. YTot only Jo these findings have patho-

logical diagnostic implications, they also provide a part of the

fundamental information necessary for expanded application of the

culture systems.

2. We have solved the forty year enigma of glycolysis by

aninal cells. All cells exhibit inordinate glycolysis in culture,

whereas ordinarily only cancer cells do so in vivo. We have demon-

strated for the first time that glycolysis is in fact a transitory

defense mechanism against excessive influx of glucose. Normal cells

in vivo do not have to avail themselves of this protection device

because they have no glucose influx problem; the hormonal milieu,

to which they are responsive, controls the transfer of glucose acrosE

the normal cell membrane. Cancer cells, on the other hand, are re-

fractory to hormonal control, and, therefore, do have a glucose in-

flux problem. This flux is dissipated by glycclysis. These finding,

not only suggest therapeutic implications, they also provide the

basis for the investigation of hormonal reactions at a cellular level

3. Animal cells react to virus infection by synthesizing a

substance which inhibits viral replication. This is the •asik of

the interference phenomenon. The substance, either peptide or

protein in nature, is called interferon. It is our avowed in-

tention to develop methods of production and purifiation of inter-

feron, to produce sufficient amounts of the materiai for clinical

trial, and to characterize the substance chemically. We find that

this laboratory is uniquely fitted for this project.. Only by our

mass cultivation systems can the enormous numbers of cells, both

for assay and production be produced. We have reconstructed the



laboratory, engaged anot'hr profe!slonal worker, and have already

made good progress. We have produaed respectable quantities of

interferon (respectable in comparison with what other laboratories

have done) and are now improving our unit yields.

4. We have continually improved our cell culture systems,

not only to increase their applicability for research, but also

to arrive at fool-proof fully automatic controlled systems for

general use in any laboratory. We have already constructed chem-

ostats of novel design in which a much higher precision in tem-

perature control is assured, and in which homogeneity of the

culture is assured by means of a vibratory stirrer of novel design.

We have learned how to fabricate elastic seals out of silicone,

and our controls over gas atmospheres are now more economical and

efficient.

5. The major source of energy for our cell cultures is ob-

viously not carbohydrate (see paragraph 2 of this report). The

energy source must be one or more of the amino acids in the medium.

Accordingly, we have worked out most of the operations involved

in the gas chromatographic quantitative microanalysis of the amino

acids. We have worked out the quantitative volatalisation of very

small amounts of the acids by conversion to their aoetyl propyl

ester. We expect not only to measure the utilization of amino

acids by the cells but also the effects of hormones on the ohar.

acter and distribution of the intra-oellular free amino acids,

6. We have continued work on the paohyoytogenerator in an

effort to produce large masses of cells by tissue-like adhesion

to artificial stromas. We have had only indifferent success with

this device, but on occasion, we have been able to produce 20



to 30 grams of cells in t;s wa-.: ',t bnlieve that the forthcoming

amino acid utilization data (see paragraph 5 of this report) will

prove helpful in this cj .',"le believe that successful solid mass

cultures will find their greatest usefulness in interferon produc-

tion (see paragraph 3 of this report).

Plans for the Future

Imediate plans - 1) We plan to improve our apparatus and its

control devices. We have already designed pH and 02 tension mon-

itors and feed-back devices. We have designed new growth chambers

which can be upacaled readily as desired.

2) We plan to study amino acid metabolism in great detail.

We have already begun analysis of amino acid oonsumption and of

free intracellular amino acid composition. The technical aspects

have all been worked out.

3) We plan to study the mechanism of hormone reactions on

a cellular level by measuring the offects of these hormones on

carbohydrate metabolism, amino acid consumption and intracellular

free amino acid distribution.

L.) We plan to pursue the interferon problem vigorously.

£) We plan to study the influence of 02 tension.

Long range plans - We plan to pursue the several problems

cited with the eventual goals of devising reliable general purpose

devices tor large-acale production of cells of any type desired,

of establlshing cell banks for therapeutic use, and of producing

valuable cellular prodctso mot only for experimentation but for

broader application*
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